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From the editor: Wayne Peppard

Prosperous times
ahead if we pull
together

I write this column as
the last of my
contributions to

Tradetalk as your executive director. I
gave notice to the Building Trades
Council a few months ago that I
intended to retire this year.A search for
a replacement and subsequent
interviews lead the council to announce
the re-employment of Tom Sigurdson at
our convention in Nanaimo.As well, Lee
Loftus was appointed to serve the
remaining year of Gary Kroeker’s term
as president. Mark Olsen was re-elected
as VP and Jim Paquette as Secretary
Treasurer.Your business managers were
all re-elected as members of the
council. I want to personally welcome
Tom back and I know that you have a
great team working for you now with
Lee at the helm.

Change is always in the air, but never
more so than now! As Gordon
Campbell’s popularity sinks and his
record as premier threatens to tear the
Liberal party apart, Campbell has called
for a leadership convention to 
replace him.

As executive director, I served my
full term fighting the Liberal
government’s attacks on labour and
the destabilizing effect they have had
on our industry.We have had cases
stalled at the Labour Relations Board
for seven long years while regressive
decisions were handed out like candy
to the open shop and pseudo-union
organizations.These groups undercut
legitimately negotiated agreements in
our industry while pretending to
represent workers. Our health and
welfare plans, our pension plans and
our trades training, all of which inject
millions of dollars into the B.C.
economy, have suffered attacks.

We’ve watched workers left to
defend themselves from unscrupulous
employers who cheat and abuse their
employees while the Employment
Standards Branch mediates for the

employers and coerces workers to
settle for less than their entitlement or
accept nothing at all.

However, we successfully defended
the labour and human rights of foreign
workers on the RAV Line. In a province
with the lowest minimum wage in the
country at $8 an hour, these workers
were working for half that amount.

We have challenged the Employment
Standards Branch, the Labour Relations
Board and the B.C. Human Rights
Tribunal because Canadian workers and
contractors cannot survive in a market
that regards temporary foreign workers
as cheap labour.These have been truly
trying times.

We cannot be fooled into thinking
that a new leader of the Liberal Party
can or will return sanity to labour
relations in B.C.The only option for us
is their defeat at the polls.

Looking ahead, we should be
encouraged that our labour market
information is telling us to prepare for
steady improvement in our industry

even though it will continue to put
stress on our ability to supply all the
necessary skilled tradespeople. Even
with infrastructure spending coming to
an end, resource industries are gearing
up as private investors step in.There
are prosperous times ahead if we pull
together and work to change
governments.

The Rio Tinto project labour
agreement with Bechtel and the work
we have done towards achieving a PLA
with Covanta point to a prosperous
future.There are many significant
projects planned for B.C. Putting our
pension investments behind PLAs and
gathering all the trades under one tent
would guarantee our success.

Through Tradetalk, we are writing our
B.C. history.The North American
building trades have a rich and
fascinating history.We are proud of who
we are and what we do and I am very
proud to have been given the
opportunity to work for all of you. It
truly has been an honour!

The Building Trades—Who we are
Phone Web address

B.C. Building and 
Construction Trades Council 604-291-9020 www.bcbuildingtrades.org

Affiliated Unions
Bricklayers & Allied Craftworkers Local 2 604-584-2021 www.bac2bc.org
Cement Masons & Plasterers Local 919 604-585-9198 www.opcmia919.org
Construction & Specialized 

Workers Local 1611 604-432-9300 www.cswu1611.org
Electrical Workers Local 213 (Vancouver) 604-571-6500 www.ibew213.org 
Electrical Workers Local 230 (Victoria) 250-388-7374 www.ibew230.org
Electrical Workers Local 993 (Kamloops) 250-376-8755 www.ibew993.org
Electrical Workers Local 1003 (Nelson) 250-354-4177 www.ibew1003.org
Heat and Frost Insulators Local 118 604-877-0909 www.insulators118.org
Ironworkers Local 97 604-879-4191 www.ironworkerslocal 97.com
Operating Engineers Local 115 604-291-8831 www.iuoe115.org
Sheet Metal, Roofers and  

Production Workers Local 280(Vancouver) 604-430-3388 www.smw280.org
Sheet Metal, Roofers and  

Production Workers Local 276 (Victoria) 250-727-3458 www.smwia276.ca
Teamsters Local 213 604-876-5213 www.teamsters213.org
UNITE HERE Local 40 604-291-8211 www.local40union.com
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Falling walls and evacuations send
clear messages that changes are
needed

Injuries and deaths were barely
averted during two high-profile
construction incidents this year in
Metro Vancouver.They prompted the
BC Building Trades Council to demand
that the provincial government tighten
construction site safety regulations.
Until then, municipalities should step in
to demand trade qualifications to
compensate for the provincial
government’s failings.

In June, two-storey concrete walls
collapsed during rush hour, just missing
a flag person, at the corner of Hornby
and Helmcken streets in downtown
Vancouver. Global Excavation and
Demolition, based in Surrey, was
demolishing an old building to make
way for luxury condos.Videos of the
collapsing walls are available in several
locations online.

In September, residents of the Electra
Building had to be evacuated for several
days after chemical foam injected to
repair a sunken floor caught fire and
released toxic gases.

Wayne Peppard, executive director of
the council, said,“Public safety is at
stake.We’ve just been lucky that more
people haven’t been exposed, killed or
injured.

“Ruthless low-bid competition in a

deregulated system encourages
unqualified, inexperienced contractors.
[and] tight deadlines push everyone to
cut corners,” he explained.

Following these high-profile incidents,
there were reports that the business
license for contractor True North
Concrete Lifting, working on the Electra
Building, expired in January and that
there was no building permit for the
project.

Following the wall collapse, it was
learned that Global Excavation and
Demolition had received six compliance
orders from WorkSafeBC since 2007.

WorkSafeBC handed out fines to
over 120 construction companies last
year because they failed to maintain safe
worksites.The average fine was $8,700.

“WorkSafeBC is doing its job,” Peppard
said,“but where is the province?

“It’s unrealistic for individual cities
like Vancouver, Surrey or Burnaby to
develop their own comprehensive
contractor licensing requirements when
the problems are province wide,” he
said.“Contractor licensing with proof of
worker qualifications should be a
requirement for all construction work:
residential, institutional, commercial and
industrial.”

However, when the B.C. Liberals
came to power, they abolished
requirements for workers to hold
qualification certifications in most
trades.“Just across the border in
Alberta,” he added,“there are
compulsory certification requirements
for workers in 20 different trades.

“In the absence of provincial
regulations, it’s time for municipalities to
require worker qualification.” 
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We welcome 
your comments...
Send letters (the shorter the better) 
to the editor at:
BCYT BCTC,
204-4333 Ledger Ave.,
Burnaby, B.C. V5G 3T3 or
bcytbctc@bcbuildingtrades.org 
Letters must include your name,
address, phone number and, where 
relevant, union affiliation, trade 
or company. 
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It’s an opportunity of a lifetime
for the 25 ironworker
apprentices and the other

155 members of Ironworkers Local 97
who are working on the new BC Place
stadium roof.The apprentices will get
experience with many aspects of the
trades, work alongside some of the
best tradespeople in the industry and
get a chance to make a name for
themselves.

Terra Nova Jensen took up the trade
after giving up jobs in furniture and
telecommunications sales. She is an
apprentice rigger.“I get an adrenaline
rush from it,” she said.“I love cranes.”
She never hesitates to hoist 120 lb. of
materials on her shoulder, but
everything is so heavy on this site, that
almost all materials are moved
mechanically.“I’m learning a lot. I’ve
never worked with such heavy
equipment.”

Emma Mayne, a three-year member
of Local 97, described work on the
stadium as “fabulous.” She was
assembling the footers of the

temporary cables.“It’s the first really
big job I’ve worked on. It’s like a
reunion.” 

Cecil Damery, president of the local
union, is at the site regularly making
sure everything is going smoothly for
the members. He’s delighted that so
many apprentices can take advantage
of this opportunity.“I tell them, ‘This is
the time to build your reputation. It
usually takes years to get known, but
you’ll be doing all kinds of things and
working with all kinds of people. Make
good use of your time.’”

The new roof, covering 76,000
square metres, will be the biggest
cable-supported retractable roof in the
world. Over the summer, the
ironworkers erected the 200-foot
temporary steel tower at centre field
that holds up the 120-ton centre node
(the centre point of the new roof).
They’re now assembling the 14-storey
tall masts and connecting a network of
35 km of permanent and temporary
cabling that will support the new roof.

Even ironworkers who have worked

on just about every major project in
the province are taken aback at the
size of this project.Troy Idler, organizer
for Local 97, has worked on projects in
many centres in North America. He
said,“It’s big iron. It’s massive stuff.” 

Matt Hawken, a member for 23
years, said he’s worked on every bridge
in the Lower Mainland, GM Place and
Vancouver’s central library.“My
fingerprints are on everything.” He’s
been on the stadium site from the
initial start date last April. “I’m helping
to beef up the structure so it can take
the weight of the new roof,” he said.
“The scale is massive. It’s new to me.” 

Peter Hayes, a Local 97 foreman
who was called to the site in July, said
the size and scope of this project
demand new techniques,“some never
done before…We’re working in a very
tight space and it’s a tight schedule.You
really have to watch your crew…We
keep it as safe as we can.” He said he’s
hoping to stay with the project to the
end.

continued on page 7

Ironworkers called to 
work on a city crown jewel
Articles by Leslie Dyson  •  Photos by Joshua Berson

Centre, Patty Murdoch is one of close
to 180 ironworkers called to work on
the stadium roof.



The BC Place stadium website notes that the retractable
roof will be the largest of its kind ever built and requires
36 masts around the outer rim to hold it up. Each mast is
14 storeys in height and weighs 120 tons.Together, they will
hold up a cable network resembling 18 suspension bridges
and made up of 35 kilometers of cable.The cable is 90mm
(3.5 inches) in diameter—double that used in gondola lifts.

Cables will run from each outer mast to the node in the
centre, creating a cable suspension grid that will support
the new retractable fabric roof.

Almost all of the work will be done from the inside of
the building by four massive cranes, including a 850-ton
mobile crane and an operating engineer brought in from
Texas.That crane required 85 semi-trailer trucks to bring
all the pieces to Vancouver.The crane was then
reassembled inside BC Place. It can lift 600 tons at a time
and will be used to hoist large sections of the roof from
what used to be the BC Lions’ playing field, up to the
highest points of the building.

Each mast has been shipped to the construction site in
three pieces.Those pieces go into a rotator jig to hold
them in place for welding, assembly and finishing.The jig
allows each mast assembly to rotate slowly on its axis, so
that workers can access all parts of the mast while it’s
being put together.

The new roof is much heavier than the previous air-
supported fabric roof, so extra rebar and concrete support
is being added to the existing concrete support pillars.

As well, the building’s foundations are being upgraded to
meet higher seismic standards and allow BC Place to
operate as a centrally located emergency shelter for the
Vancouver area in case of an earthquake or other major
disaster.

The outer plaza surrounding BC Place will also undergo a
revitalization during the construction period.

Almost 100% of the old roof’s 720,000 square feet of
Teflon-coated fiberglass fabric and inner liner will be
recycled, rather than going to a landfill.A Minneapolis firm
that specializes in recycling industrial fabric materials will
ensure it is cut, patched, cleaned and repackaged for use as
tarps, farm and industrial coverings and an ice rink liner for
the community of Celista, near Kamloops.

Big numbers:
• 220 tons—approximate weight of each mast and

its attachments
• 120 tons—weight of the centre node alone
• 18,000 tons—combined weight of all of the steel

used in this construction 
• 76,000 square metres—area of fabric used to

cover the roof
• 35 kilometres—total length of all cabling

Visit bcplace.com and click on the timeline pictures at
the bottom of the “Construction” menu to watch an
animation video of how it will all come together.

Nothing lightweight about this project
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Ironworker welder Patty Murdoch
left barge repair to work on the
stadium roof. She said she usually
works with small crews and it’s taken
time to adjust to working with
hundreds of other tradespeople.

“There are minor differences of
working at a height and working on
water,” she added,“but welding is
welding.”  

The green side of ironwork
Hayes also commented on how the

industry has changed since he became
a member of the union in 1994 and
started in the trade by working in
pulpmills. “There was no effluent
treatment and the ocean was just
black.” He’s been back to the site and
was relieved to see that the water in
the vicinity of the mill is again green, as
it should be. He pointed out that, on

this job, the smallest leak of hydraulic
oil is repaired immediately and
prevented from entering the storm
drains.

He was also called to work on the
construction of the new Port Mann
Bridge—the biggest rebar job he’s ever
worked on, he said. However, work
was temporarily halted to allow for the
relocation of a falcon nest.

“Everyone’s trying to be a lot more
clean, and construction, in general,
does a lot of jobs to help the
environment.”

Mayne noted that,“the contractor is
a real stickler for recycling everything.”
If wood is put in the garbage, it has to
be pulled back out. She also pointed
out that cable construction is more
environmentally sound because cables
can be wrapped and protected giving
them a life of 120 years compared to
structural steel, that is exposed to the
elements, which might last only 60
years.

Hawken talked about the many
pieces of machinery now fitted with
scrubbers to prevent contamination of
water systems around construction
sites.“And they often use plant-based
biodegradable oils.” 

Idler said many aspects of ironwork
are green.“We work on a lot of green
projects and steel is recycled, reused
and melted down and reprocessed.” 

However, Damery said more could
be done but there are many
impediments.“Green jobs are always
more money, but the low bid wins in
this province and that holds things
back.

“We’re fully behind the green

movement.We have a [union]
contractor building windmills in
Alberta.” However, there are no
government incentives to start such
initiatives here in B.C., he said.

It’s a good time to be an
ironworker

Damery said Local 97 members are
working flat out and the local has
accepted close to 10 travel cards from
other unionized ironworkers from
Ontario and Alberta.“We’re even
busier than we were four years ago,”
he said.“But we’re a lot better
prepared this time because we’ve been
training.”

In addition, the union has adopted a
new policy that’s given a boost to its
training program.Two years after
joining the local, members have to take
courses at the school or, if they have a
minimum of 5,700 hours of work
experience, they can write the Red
Seal exam.The union has seen the
quality of new members rising. Class
average marks are now around 82%
and it’s not uncommon to have several
students receiving over 90%, he said.

All the construction currently under
way has also assisted the union’s
organizing efforts. Idler and Damery
were proud to report that project
labour agreements have been signed
with Peter Kiewit Sons Co. on the Pitt
River Bridge and Port Mann Bridge
projects. Local 97 is the only affiliate of
the BC Building Trades Council signed
to the jobs.The PLAs cover up to 200
unionized ironworkers, half doing
rebar, the other half doing the
structural work on the bridges.

Another reunion
Tradetalk caught up with Ironworker Paul

Fairclough. He was featured on the cover of
the inaugural edition of the magazine back in
March 1998.At that time, he was working on
Portside which was later renamed the Trade
and Convention Centre. He took a 2.5-year
hiatus from the trade to see if he could
make a go of it in video game design. He
returned to the trade this past spring and
was delighted to have been called to this
project.

“I missed ironwork [and] I got hungry,” he
laughed.The arrival of a baby girl, Melody,
helped clinch the decision, he said.

“I’m on emergency call, doing welding,
cutting, fitting. I’ve worked with all the crews
and it makes the job really interesting for
me. I’m seeing people I haven’t seen in years.
It’s the best job I’ve ever worked.These are
la crème de la crème of ironworkers.” 

The new stadium roof will be covered
by 76,000 square metres of fabric and
held up by 36 masts, 14 storeys in
height and weighing 120 tons. It will
be the largest cable-supported
retractable roof in the world.

continued from page 5
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BCYT-BCTC President, Business Manager
Insulators Local 118

BY LEE LOFTUS

Back to the future

Consider the past 
and you shall know the future

Twenty -five years
ago, the
unionized

building trades dominated the B.C.
construction industry. Over 80% of the
work was craft union.The secret to
our success was our elevated skill
levels and our solidarity.We produced
high quality, high value construction for
our employers and we maintained and
expanded our membership by
protecting our fellow workers and
collective agreements.

Over the last two decades we have
lost market share. Employer-friendly
labour laws, company lawyers given
permission to twist the law and spin-
doctor campaigns from anti-union
organizations have taken their toll.

However, none of this changes the
nature of our industry. The industry
fails without continuity in training and a

ready pool of skilled journey level craft
workers. Our skills remain second to
none and provide our employers with
the competitive advantage they need to
succeed and excel.

But what happened to solidarity? Too
often, in the scramble to hang onto
dwindling market share, it became a
case of every union for itself.

We are at a crossroads. Market
forecasts predict that the industry will
be back on its feet with full
employment and a return to skill
shortages by 2012.This is an
opportunity for all craft unions to work
together to build our collective market
share. It will mean pooling our
resources:
• to foster project labour agreements

(PLAs) on all major projects 
• to coordinate all-trades organizing

campaigns and overcome CLAC

• to develop new tools to organize the
unorganized 

• to lobby politicians and focus efforts
on the 2013 provincial election
Our pension plans are working with

key industry stakeholders to come up
with innovative strategies to secure
new PLAs on construction projects
they are investing in.

The Federation of Labour and
Canadian Labour Congess have
allocated resources to overcome the
CLAC cancer.We must do the same.

The labour movement, as a whole, is
working together to secure a victory
for the NDP in 2013.The building
trades must be unwavering in our
support.

We need to take the best from our
past and use these experiences to
realize the dreams that we hold for 
our future.

PRESIDENT’S VIEW

By Mark Olsen 
Chair, Construction
Trades Bargaining
Council  

All the construction craft unions
were ready to get to the
bargaining table even before

the expiry of the agreement with the
Construction Labour Relations
Association (CLRA). Our collective
memberships deserve the best wages,
benefits and working conditions in the
industry because, without doubt, we
are the most highly skilled and most
productive.

The Bargaining Council of BC
Building Trades Unions is made up of
15 international construction craft
unions, which collectively represent
almost 35,000 construction workers in
B.C. and the Yukon.

The council negotiates the standard
agreement of each trade with the CLRA

and also bargains project labour
agreements on a project by project basis.
The CLRA represents hundreds of
unionized construction employers.

The current standard agreement
expired April 30, 2010, but all conditions
apply until a new one is re-negotiated.

Bargaining occurs at two levels.All
unions bargain together at the main table
on issues that affect all the unions, for
example the length of the agreement.

In the second stage, each craft union
bargains with its construction employers
regarding its own specific issues.

Events to date
Early 2010–Each union notified its

construction employers that it wanted to
begin bargaining.

Spring 2010–The bargaining council
established its key demands for main table
bargaining.

April 20 and June 16–The unions held
two main table talks with the
construction employers. Unfortunately, no
issues were agreed to at these sessions.

Since June– The unions want trade table
talks to begin, however, the employers
have come up with several procedural
hurdles.

July 28–The unions had no choice but
to file an application at the Labour
Relations Board (LRB) to try and force
the employers to begin negotiating.

September 29–The LRB directed the
construction employers and the unions to
reach a settlement on format and
protocol so that talks can begin.

November 4–A small joint committee
of the council and CLRA met and is
closer to reaching a resolution.

We are reasonably optimistic that we
can overcome the hurdles placed before
us and that trade talks will begin in early
2011. In the event they do not happen,
our options include a further application
at the LRB, a concentrated media and
member information campaign and other
strategies.

We will keep you apprised of
developments. In the meantime, take care
and above all be healthy and work safely.

Bargaining Report
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It’s worse than just a poor
sales job.The B.C. HST is
harming the construction

industry. Chaos and confusion
accompanied its imposition and anger
is fuelled each time the new
Harmonized Sales Tax is seen on a
sales bill. Now uncertainty over
whether B.C. will be keeping the HST
is threatening new home starts and
sales.

Consumers are angry at having taxes
shifted onto them. News blogs and
social media are filling with posts from
those paying, and planning to pay, in
cash for services to avoid taxes.
Unfortunately, this form of protest
feeds into the underground economy
and hurts reputable companies who
play by the rules. Paying cash to
companies that are not paying taxes
undermines the economy—the polar
opposite of what the HST was
intended to do.

Wayne Peppard, executive director
of the BC Building Trades Council, said
he is concerned. “The HST is a
significant shift of the tax burden from
big business onto small business and
workers.We are paying out of our
pockets every time we take our
wallets out.As workers, we don’t get
write-offs to counter the increased
costs we incur on a daily basis. Small
businesses are unable to absorb this
increase as it impacts their cash flow
on a daily basis.Aside from these
impacts, we should not forget the
deceit of the Campbell government or
the arrogant implementation of this
unwarranted tax shift.”

Public outrage over the B.C. Liberal
government’s decision (without a
mandate) to bring in the HST on July 1
led to the extraordinary success of the
citizens’ petition initiative to kill the
tax.The Fight HST alliance collected
700,000 signatures in 12 weeks and
the petition was upheld by 
Elections BC.

In response, Premier Gordon
Campbell committed his government
to holding a referendum on the HST
Extinguishment Act on Sept. 24, 2011. If
a simple majority of voters say they
want the HST scrapped, B.C. will
revert back to the original Provincial
Sales Tax system, (plus or minus
undetermined penalties and rebates).
With Campbell stepping down as the
Premier of B.C. sometime in the 
next six months, the hated sales tax’s
future remains as uncertain as 

the province’s leadership.
Frustrated construction contractors

are dealing with customers who are
wondering if they will save money if
they wait a year to build or renovate.
Hardest hit are those building new
homes for expensive markets in
Greater Vancouver and Victoria where
average prices are over the $525,000
HST exemption.

Vancouver taxpayers remain on the
hook for a loan to the developers of

Millennium, the former Olympic Village,
as the city struggles to sell hundreds of
new units priced at $800,000 and up.
Millennium marketers and civic
politicians blame slow sales on
uncertainty about the HST.

The Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation reports housing starts
have been declining overall for the past
six months ending in September. In

HST undermining the economy
By Claudia Ferris

continued on following page
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Metro Vancouver, new multiple family
units are dominating residential
construction. Single-family starts
remain close to levels seen at the
bottom of the 2009 construction
downturn.

B.C. consumers are spending less in
response to price increases from the
HST and this trend is expected to
continue.

Referendum
Peppard wants the referendum on

HST extinguishment to be held
immediately or put to a free vote in
the legislature. Delaying the vote to
buy time to sell it will only create
more uncertainty and turmoil for B.C.’s
construction and small business
sectors. In the likely event that the
HST pain will be strung out for a full
year, the council is encouraging its
members to get involved politically.

Reinstate
Under the previous B.C. PST system,

many services and necessities were
exempt to reduce costs to the most
vulnerable and support provincial
policies and initiatives. Families should
not be paying more for meals, school
supplies, sports equipment, haircuts
and clothing for young teens wearing
adult sizes. Reinstating these
exemptions would benefit the majority
of working people who do not receive
rebates.

Reduce
If the HST is not killed and PST

exemptions are not reinstated, the
overall tax burden needs to be
lowered. Reducing the harmonized tax
from 12% to 10% would mitigate the
worst damage. Harmonized tax

supporters, worried about continued
public backlash, are already floating the
idea of lowering the HST by 1%.

Recall
Tradespeople who are represented

provincially by a Liberal MLA can get
involved in a recall campaign. Many
Liberal ridings have been targeted by
Fight HST for recall of their MLAs.
Canvassers from the ridings are
competing to be among the first to
start the recall on Jan. 1, 2011.
Updated information is posted at
http://fighthst.com/

Rebate
At the federal level, tradespeople

could support the NDP’s call for the
return of the federal ecoENERGY
Retrofit Program for residential
housing. Carbon footprints are
reduced and jobs are created as
people insulate and update their
plumbing and heating systems.Tax
reductions require receipts and
invoices and discourage the
underground economy.Ask your MP to
support ongoing rebates for green
renovations.

Building tradespeople can help by
sharing this information with
coworkers and union representatives.
Labour’s voice needs to be heard in
the fight against the unjust HST.

continued from previous page
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By Joe Barrett

Predicting upcoming construction
work isn’t easy, but careful analysis of
available data reveals some helpful
indicators.The Construction Sector
Council, a branch of Services Canada,
produces annual predictions in
Construction Looking Forward.

For the last five years, a panel of
B.C. industry stakeholders (the BC
Labour Market Information
Committee) has met to estimate
future labour trends in this province.
The process involves a detailed analysis
of:

• economic conditions in Canada
and the world

• current construction employment 
• the aging workforce
• new entrants and training statistics
• projected major projects
A pdf of the full report from 2010 

to 2018 can be downloaded at
www.csc-ca.org

There’s lots of work on the horizon,
but the question is will we be able to
supply all the skilled tradespeople that
will be required?

Last year’s Construction Looking
Forward estimated that 31,000
construction workers in B.C. (the total
in Canada is 130,000) will have left
construction by 2018.Apprenticeships
and new entrants to the industry are
beginning to increase but not fast

enough to meet the demand.There will
be 23,000 new entrants to the
industry by 2018, leaving a shortfall of
8,000.

Looking at Canadian, U.S. and world
economic indicators, there is ongoing
concern about the level of consumer
and government debt. In spite of this, it
appears unlikely that demand for
primary materials and commodities
will decline.While the economy may

fall back into recession, the long-term
forecast is for continued growth in
Canada.

It is clear there will be increasing
demand for skilled labour, starting as
early as next year and becoming
critical by 2014.This could result in
employers returning to the
recruitment of temporary foreign
workers to meet their needs.

Better than sorcery

Predicting construction projects
with available statistics

The committee began preparing the 2011 forecast at the end of August. It
started with a review of the B.C. government’s Major Projects Index. Here is a
sample of some of the key projects and start dates:

Project Value Start
Kitimat Alcan Modernization $2 billion     2011
Waneta Power Plant $900 million 2011
South Fraser Perimeter Road $1.1 billion 2011
Mt. Milligan Copper Mine $1 billion 2011
Trans Mountain Pipeline Expansion (TMX) $1.5 billion 2012
SkyTrain Evergreen Line $1.4 billion 2012
Victoria CRD Sewage/Water Treatment System $1 billion 2012
Campbell River – BC Hydro, re-development 
126 MW power plant $1 billion 2012
Kitimat LNG terminal, storage,
re-gasification, send out facilities $3 billion 2012
KSL Natural Gas Pipeline $1.1 billion 2012
Site C Peace River Dam $8 billion      2014

Administration
Ph: 604-879-4191, Fax: 604-879-1110

Toll Free Number 1-866-562-2597
info@ironworkerslocal97.com

Business Manager
James Leland

President
Cecil Damery

Business Agent
Laurence Baker 

Organizer
Troy Idler

Apprenticeship and 
Trade Improvement

Ph: 604-874-6010
Arne Johansen

Co-ordinator

IRONWORKERS MEMORIAL BRIDGE

IRONWORKERS LOCAL 97
4055 1st Avenue. Burnaby, B.C. V5C 3W5

Building BC and the Yukon Territitory
for over 100 years

Honouring those
killed and injured

on the job.

Secure your
family’s Future
with Excellent
Pension and
Health &
Welfare Benefits
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There are environmentally friendly
and economically beneficial ways to
overcome the doomsday predictions so
prevalent today.We don’t have to make
a choice between the economy OR
ecological wellbeing, social programs
and economic prosperity for everyone.

That was the message from the Jobs,
Justice, Climate—Building a Green
Economy for BC conference held in
September. Members of the Building
Trades Council attended the
conference that brought together
prominent labour and environmental
organizations to plan strategies for a
cleaner, healthier and a more truly
prosperous and democratic economy.

“It was an interesting mix of people
from both the labour and
environmental movements,” said Wayne
Peppard, executive director of the
council.“It’s also great to see that the

two are far from exclusive, since there
are so many labour activists who are
also environmentalists and so many
environmentalists who are trade
unionists.”

A “green job” is any type of stable
decent-paying, market-supporting trade
or profession that is less polluting or
environmentally damaging, according to
Climate Justice, Green Jobs and Sustainable
Production in B.C. produced by the
Canadian Centre for Policy
Alternatives.

“For us, it involves looking at all of
the types of work we do and learning
to apply more environmentally friendly
technologies and better quality
materials,” said Peppard.“The buildings
that people live and work in are built
by our hands. If they are to be
designated as ‘green,’ that means
applying new cleaner technologies in

construction.”
He pointed to new standards such

as LEED (Leadership in Energy &
Environmental Design), an
internationally recognized green
building certification system, providing
verification that a building or
community was designed and built
using strategies intended to improve
performance in energy savings, water
efficiency, CO2 emissions reduction,
improved indoor environmental quality
and stewardship of resources and
sensitivity to their impacts. It was
developed in the U.S. in 1998 and has
been introduced in over 30 countries
for tens of thousands of construction
projects. Numerous tradespeople have
worked on LEED projects in B.C.

Peppard also noted that many
building trades unions are already
involved in green construction

Can we have it all? 

A healthy environment, social
justice and strong economy
By Marco Procaccini
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projects, including installing new solar
energy technology and using more
ecologically friendly glazing and
insulation techniques, refrigeration
systems and roofing methods. Other
trades are involved in energy efficient
retrofits and upgrades.

“The real challenge for us is making
sure our apprenticeship and training
programs can keep up with these new
technologies,” he said.“Our problem is
that governments and industries have
not been providing the support needed
for apprenticeship and training.” 

Another problem he identified is the
increasing use of “green washing,” a
term used to describe fraudulent or
inadequate measures introduced by
governments and corporations to
appear to be more ecologically
responsible. It is a public relations ploy
because practices are not significantly
improved.

“We have seen companies and
contractors jump on the bandwagon
calling themselves green, but the lack
of proper training of their workforces
means continued poor quality
construction that is still ecologically
unfriendly,” he said. Over a decade
after the Leaky Condo Crisis in B.C.,
owners are still experiencing problems
like leaks and mould and all the
environmental impacts that go along
with them.

Better quality and greener
construction is more economical in
the long run, but more expensive
initially.The low bid environment that
is so prevalent in this province is a
real impediment to green construction
practices. “If we continue to base
construction tendering on low bid
without considering the consequences
and a deregulated market, we will
continue to see these kinds of

problems,” Peppard predicted.
The conference was hosted by the

Columbia Foundation, a labour-
sponsored non-profit society. David
Foster, from the BlueGreen Alliance in
the U.S. talked about the need for
economic reform that promotes long-
term prosperity and job creation in
line with ecological well-being.

He also warned about the huge
corporate-driven push to retain
detrimental status quo economic
policies that brought about the recent
worldwide economic recession. Many
CEOs, economists and politicians are
resisting the move to green
sustainable jobs despite the success of
this approach in other countries,

especially the Nordic European
nations.

“While this can still be a moment of
great opportunity to talk about green
jobs in the U.S., it could also be a
disastrous time,” he told the
conference of over 200 participants.

“A lot rides on our ability to
communicate accurately and
eloquently why the best way out of
the global recession, the best way out
of the unemployment crisis that is
savaging so many families, and the best
way forward toward long-term,
sustainable economic growth is
through building on the green
economy investments of the
2009/2010 stimulus packages.” 
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People in the Kootenays are pleased
that the Waneta Dam expansion
project is going ahead.The $900-million
project is expected to create 400 jobs,
including many trades jobs for the next
five years.

But the announcement on Aug. 26
came with criticism of the Columbia
Basin Trust’s decision to sign an
agreement with Newfoundland’s Fortis
Inc. It puts power generation in the
hands of the private sector by giving
Fortis a 51% majority share.The
Columbia Basin Trust holds 16% and
Columbia Power, 33%.

The project calls for construction of
a second powerhouse at the dam site
on the Pend d’Oreille River south of
Trail.The current dam will provide the
hydraulic head of water to generate
power in the new powerhouse.

Chris Feller, president of the Allied
Hydro Council and business manager
of the Operative Plasterers and
Cement Masons Local 919, said the
project is great for the area.“It is five
years of work with a wage component
of $20 million.”

Priority is given to hiring local
tradespeople and there are
apprenticeship positions for young First
Nations people.“We have a mandate to
include 16% First Nations apprentices
across the board,” he said.“We
welcome them into our training
programs.The opportunities are
tremendous because it is a five-year
project and a young person can get in
and do their entire apprenticeship
there,” he said.

“It was the building of it that was
under question until Fortis stepped up
to the plate with the money,” Feller
explained.“All the trades are happy to
see this job finally go ahead.”

Katrine Conroy, NDP MLA for
Kootenay West, said,“The short-term
benefits are great. People are excited
about getting back to work…It is the
third in a series of expansions that have
been ready to go since the early 1990s.
I’m happy to see the dreams of the ’90s
come to fruition.

“My concern is not about the
project. My concern is that the
Columbia Basin Trust and government
dropped the ball in taking on a
corporation that now gets 51% of the
benefits of the project.”

She said it appears that the original
long-term goal of the Columbia Basin
Trust that ensured the people of the
area receive the financial benefits of
projects has been forgotten.“When the
trust was formed, the idea was that
there would be construction, energy
generated [and] power sold and those
benefits would be returned to the
people of the basin,” she said.

Traditionally, the power corporation
and the trust would make the initial
investment but the long-term returns
far outweighed those initial costs, she
argued.“With this project, the trust and
government said, ‘We don’t want to
invest the money because the returns
won’t be there for us soon enough.’
[However] the long-term benefits
would be significant,” she said. “It
wouldn’t benefit me, but it would

benefit our kids and grandkids.”
Tradespeople will be hired under the

Allied Hydro Agreement, a project
labour agreement that’s been applied to
all Columbia Basin Trust projects.“It has
been an incredible boon to the people
on this project,” Conroy acknowledged.

A project of this magnitude will also
benefit people from across the
province as tradespeople from outside
the Kootenays are brought in to
complement the number of local
people available to work, she said.
There will also be economic spin offs
for nearby communities, small
businesses and suppliers.

“It is frustrating for me to see them
not carry on the goal of returning
benefits to the region. I wouldn’t have
been as annoyed if they entered into a
partnership with BC Hydro.At least it
would have gone to the people of B.C.
instead of to a private corporation.”

Waneta Dam expansion 
gets a mixed reaction   
Waneta Dam expansion 
gets a mixed reaction   By Michel Drouin
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Affiliates of the BC Building
Trades Council

have been going to Alberta to work on
oil sands projects as long as the
projects have been running.That
commute across the mountains has
had implications for their local unions.
For some, the impacts have been
minor, but at least one affiliated union
has stopped issuing travel cards to
members for Alberta work so it can
meet the needs of its BC signatory
employers.

Wayne Peppard, executive director
of the building trades council, is
concerned about an insufficient
commitment to training and
apprenticeships in the face of pressure

from the oil sands.“Some trades are
suffering some leakage to Alberta,” he
said.“It creates pressure on us to bring
in new members, train and organize.
Projects like the oil sands tend to drain
people away from the rest of the
country.”

Lee Loftus, business manager of the
Insulators Local 118, said that 25% to
30% of his membership was working at
the oil sands. He said the local union’s
ban on new travel cards, which began
in July, would last at least until the 
new year.

“We haven’t seen anything like this
since the ’70s and the ’80s,” he said.
“We have lost a lot of skilled workers
to the oil sands.There is steady work

there, regular overtime and a $10 an
hour wage differential. Some people
have just packed up and moved, leaving
our local.”

Loftus said the shortage of insulators
comes from the employers’ failure to
train new workers in the ’90s.“They
have deskilled the industry and that’s
the real reason that hiring in Alberta
becomes a problem. Now we’re seeing
the impact of those decisions.”

The situation is different for the
Cement Masons Local 919. Business
Manager Chris Feller said his local has
only about 12 of 500 members
working in the oil sands, although he
did cite the same $10 an hour wage
differential that is drawing some

Oil sands draw B.C. tradespeople
away from projects here
By Tom Sandborn

Lured by high wages and overtime pay, many B.C. tradespeople are working in Alberta. One Local Union has banned new travel
cards in an effort to keep up to the demand for skilled and experienced tradespeople on projects in this province.
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members away.“There’s lots of money
to be made there,” Feller said,“but it’s
a lonely life living in camps.”

Feller also said he had some
concerns about worker safety on the
roads to oil sands camps.

Don McGill, secretary treasurer of
Teamsters Local 213, said his local
currently has about 20 members in the
oil sands, while up to 100 were on
those projects at the peak of the
boom. He said that the close
relationships among Teamster locals
across Canada helped keep his
members employed.

James Leland, business manager for
Ironworkers Local 97, said that, with
the slow down in the oil sands, the
shortfall of skilled ironworkers is less
of a problem for BC employers.
However, he said, the issue will be
back.“We lost people to Alberta in 
the last boom and it will hurt us
again,” he said.

The impact of the Alberta oil sands
developments is far reaching. It has
been called the largest industrial
project in human history by
supporters and a monumental
environmental disaster by opponents.

As deposits of tarry bitumen
beneath 54,000 square miles of
northern Alberta forest are removed,
the development is hailed as a treasure
trove for Canadian jobs and a secure
source of petroleum for the West. It
isn’t; like all petroleum reserves, it 
is finite.

In the case of the oil sands it is also
enormously costly to remove. Two
tons of sand and clay have to be
processed to produce a single barrel
of bitumen. The process requires four
times as much water as extracting
conventional oil. However, unlike the
world’s largest oil reserve in Saudi
Arabia, it does have the advantage of
not being located in a hot spot for
international conflict.

Critics say the damage to the
environment, both directly through
mining practices and indirectly through
its contribution to runaway oil and gas
usage that is heating up the global
temperature and driving disastrous
climate change make the oil sands a
huge mistake.

The debate will continue and, while
it does, BC tradespeople will continue
to cross the mountains and return
home with full pockets after their
stays in the oil sands camps. BC
construction unions will continue to
cope with the impacts.

Peppard said the environmental
debate about the oil sands is
important, but “the fact is, as workers,
we don’t have an option. Mobility is an
important issue for the building trades.
That’s why we embrace the Red Seal.” Jo
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Somethink the new national
Agreement on Internal

Trade (AIT) is threatening the Red Seal
program. Others think it will make the
Red Seal the standard of choice right
across the country. Representatives
from both sides presented their cases
to the delegates of the convention of
the BC Building Trades Council in
November.

Kevin Evans, from the Canadian
Council of Directors of
Apprenticeships and CEO of the
Industry Training Authority, said the AIT
gives labour and contractor proponents
an opportunity to promote the Red
Seal as a “prestigious credential” that
ensures mobility and enables employers
to feel confident that the tradespeople
they hire have the skills that are
necessary.

However, Bob Blakely, from the
Canadian Building Trades Department,
said he is concerned about a move to
bring in new construction trade
classifications.These “designer trades”
will likely not provide training in skills
that are essential to success in the
trades (such as effective
communications, numeracy, literacy,
problem solving and mentoring).These
qualities are learned during the long
apprenticeships, he said.

Evans reminded the other speakers
and delegates that the Red Seal

program isn’t perfect and there is
criticism that standards are not keeping
up with the pace of change.“The Red
Seal must be responsive to workers,
employers and the economy.”

During the question period, Lynda
Fownes, from Skillplan (an agency that
helps tradespeople gain essential
literacy and numeracy skills), said the
current testing method wasn’t always in
use.The three-hour multiple-choice
test evolved over time. However, she
said that such an exam only tests a
form of reading and an unnatural one
at that. It’s unlikely a tradesperson will
ever come across multiple choices
while performing his or her work, she
pointed out. On the other hand, there
are numerous occasions when
tradespeople have to be able to
decipher complicated work orders and
specifications.“What safeguards are
there to ensure these are included,”
she asked.

Evans said the council is looking into
several assessment tools to ensure
apprentices have the skills they need to
be successful in their careers. In
addition to the multiple choice exam,
students could be required to pass a
practical exam, submit a portfolio
outlining what they had accomplished
during the training and undergo an
interview with subject matter experts
because “you can’t snow a snowman.”

However, Blakely said he was
concerned that the AIT has also
opened the door to allow workers to
challenge the exams without having to
go through all the years of training.“So,
as the number of challengers go up, the
number of people taking training will
go down,” he warned.

Evans responded that, so far, of the
people challenging the exam without
taking the training, 50% have failed.
“That’s sending a message that you
have to do the full training.”

David Podmore, from Concert
Properties, said “the Red Seal is very
valuable to us [and] we’re nervous we
won’t get qualified people in the end.”
He said the council must get
employers involved to explain the
importance of the Red Seal.

Wayne Peppard, from the building
trades council, said another problem
plaguing trades training throughout the
country is the large number of
employers who benefit from the
apprenticeship programs without
investing anything into their
sustainability.

“I have got some concerns,” Blakely
said.All the work over 50 years to
bring the Red Seal program to the
level it is today “could end up in the
trash.”

For more information, Google
"Strengthening the Red Seal."

Agreement gets everyone
talking about the Red Seal
By Leslie Dyson

An opportunity to promote the Red
Seal. —Kevin Evans, CCDA

We need employers to speak out.
—David Podmore, Concert

Fifty years of work may end up in the
trash. —Bob Blakely, Canadian Building
Trades
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Early last spring, Peter Gall, the
most prominent lawyer for

non-union construction employers,
circulated a proposal to combine
much of the work at the Labour
Relations Board, Employment
Standards Tribunal and BC Human
Rights Tribunal into a new super
tribunal. It would hear complaints and
make rulings on every aspect of
workers’ rights: new union
certification applications, what
constitutes essential services, unfair
labour practices, the duty to
represent, successorship of union
protection, minimum wages, hours of
work, statutory holidays and even
basic discrimination complaints.

BC Fed President Jim Sinclair said
he believes that Gall’s proposal was
motivated by “sore loser” syndrome.
Gall has lost a number of high profile
human rights cases, particularly the
high-profile SELI case involving the
discrimination faced by Central
American workers on the Canada
Line.

The provincial government took the
proposal and then quietly asked the
BC Law Institute to “consider the
merits” and identify the difficulties of

such a system, and look for problems
with the current tribunals.The
government gave the institute a
limited list of people to consult with.

There were three stakeholders
representing workers: the BC
Federation of Labour, the Human
Rights Coalition and Labour
Arbitrators. Each met separately with
the institute.

Sinclair told the institute that
discrimination complaints properly
belong at the BC Human Rights
Tribunal. Human rights have
constitutional protections and are
separate from labour law.

He also pointed out that the
Human Rights Tribunal is doing a good
job and assesses penalties in cases
that require it. Labour activists have
been complaining for years that the
Labour Relations Board and
Employment Standards Branch seem
to favour employers and rarely assess
fines.

The Employment Standards Branch
has been rendered ineffective through
funding cuts.There is little
enforcement and the few workers
who do complain, get no advocacy
assistance from branch staff.The

government has even removed the
requirement to place posters in
workplaces explaining minimum
workplace conditions that still remain
to protect workers.

On the other hand, Sinclair said, the
LRB mediation service works and
should be left as it is. However,
arbitration services would be more
effective if political interference could
be stopped when it comes to the
appointment of staff and the
adjudicators weren’t constantly
changing. Fair decision-making is at
risk when politics are seen as a factor
in the adjudicators keeping their jobs.

Labour and human rights advocates
are now waiting for Labour Minister
Iain Black’s response to the BC Law
Institute’s report. If the super tribunal
is accepted, be prepared for a
pushback campaign from labour.

A not so super tribunal

The latest salvo from
non-union employers
By Joe Barrett

Technical Training Support
You may need to brush up on math skills such as how to calculate weight loads 
or material quantities. Or as you progress in an apprenticeship program, you may 
need support in preparing for the next level of training or exams including the 
Red Seal. Contact us for individual tutoring or small group instruction.

English Language Support Classes 
We o�er classes at the work site when funding is available. If you are a union 
member requiring language assistance, please call us at 604.436.1126. 

Resources
Check out our resources to prepare or refresh skills you need in training.

6NLOO3ODQ

Please visit us online at www.skillplan.ca

Support to Apprentices and Journeyworkers

Do something worthwhile
and save money! 

Save money on new and 
used building materials. 

Habitat for Humanity has 2 stores to
serve you.

2475 Douglas Rd., Burnaby 
(604-293-1898)

69 West 69th Ave, Vancouver 
(604-326-3055)

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.  Monday to Saturday
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Building trades councils throughout
North America are seeking project
labour agreements (PLAs) as a way to
ensure unionized work. Many large
construction contractors see PLAs as
good business practice.

These agreements are sometimes
reached in advance of the bidding
process because they allow more
accurate budgeting, guaranteed access
to skilled tradespeople and labour
peace, according to economist Peter
Philips, from the University of Utah.
Philips was the keynote speaker at the
B.C. Building and Construction Trades
convention in November.

He said some union leaders view
these agreements as a new form of
collective bargaining.

His research has shown that there
are often several conditions leading to
PLAs: the projects are huge, have tight
timelines and are expected to drain the
local pool of tradespeople.

Such agreements helped ensure that
Disney World, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
and Toyota’s San Antonio plans were
built on time and on budget.American
labour leaders estimate that U.S.
construction projects, totalling $100
billion, have adopted agreements in the
last two years.

The B.C. building trades have an
ongoing PLA with the Allied Hydro
Council which has guided the work on
all B.C. hydro projects since 1962.The
Vancouver Island Highway was built
under a PLA with Highway
Constructors Ltd. In 2008, the building
trades signed a PLA with Rio Tinto for
the aluminum smelter upgrade at
Kitimat. Earlier this year, a
memorandum of agreement was signed
with Covanta for the garbage
incineration plant at Gold River in the
hopes that the project receives
provincial government approval.

Philips said PLAs could be viewed as

a way for non-union companies to “test
drive a union” and as a form of “top-
down organizing.”

However, the fight between labour
and non-union construction companies
over PLAs is heating up in California.
The volume of nonresidential
construction in the state has fallen 33%
from its peak in 2006 and 400,000
construction jobs have been lost.
Americans are now calling this period
the “Great Recession,” he said.

Although the agreements require
that workers be hired through union
hiring halls, they often allow non-union
contractors to use six or eight of their
core employees. However, those
employees must join the union and pay
union dues during the project. Under
the federal government’s and most
states’ PLAs, union and non-union
contractors are required to pay
workers the prevailing wage, usually
just below the union rate.

Non-union contractors, outraged at
the favouritism, are turning to voters,
asking them to prohibit cities and
counties from adopting such a pro-
union tilt.

In June, after an expensive
propaganda war between business and
labour, voters in Oceanside and Chula
Vista, in southern California, approved
measures barring city officials from
adopting pro-union construction
policies.

Philips had some advice for the
affiliates of the BC Building Trades
Council.While they have great
experience in understanding the
motivation of construction employers
and coming to an agreement, PLAs
require the owners, often governments,
to be at the table too. Owners have
different needs and concerns: local,
minority or special needs hires; night
work; security concerns; special bonds;
or environmental permitting. Unions

must ask themselves what they have to
offer to address these issues as well,
he said.

As an example, he said a successful
PLA came about through a partnership
between the building trades and
environmental groups.The unions
agreed to provide funding to help the
environmental groups prevent the
construction of polluting power plants.

In return, they asked the groups to
support them in achieving a labour
agreement if an environmentally
sustainable project could be found.“It
became a red light, green light group,”
Philips said.A power project meeting
strict environmental standards was
found and the environmental groups
went to the government supporting a
PLA that would ensure fair wages and
benefits for the construction workers.

Philips told delegates that “the future
is going to be harder than the past,”
but he said PLAs are a way to help the
building trades not just survive, but
“prevail” so long as they remain
“innovative, alert, flexible and realistic.”
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The B.C. trades have been using a PLA
for hydro electric projects for decades.
Economist Peter Philips said many
unions regard them as a new form of
collective bargaining. 

Project labour agreements—

Good for business,
labour and the economy By Leslie Dyson

Project labour agreements—

Good for business,
labour and the economy By Leslie Dyson
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Unions are recognized
for their
ability to

organize protest marches and
campaigns to pressure governments to
support social justice, workers’ rights,
jobsite safety, fair wages and benefits.
When these protests ignite collective
outrage the entire community benefits.
But if the protests stagnate, union
resources become stretched. If the
protest goes unanswered too long,
momentum is lost and a smaller and
smaller crowd is left to carry on. It can
get lonely for labour activists when
everyone else has gone home.

That’s why many believe that the
time has come to develop a new
model for community organizing, one
that involves representatives from
other groups like churches, seniors, the
unemployed, non-union workers and
small businesses. Developing a broad-
based coalition is more than just
coming together for a specific
campaign or protest march. It’s about
cultivating lasting relationships that
build a community. Protest marches
have limited effectiveness.Tactics have
to change. In the new coalition, the
relationships will define the most
effective strategy.

Broad-based community coalitions
are up and running in Edmonton, the
U.S.,Australia and the U.K.

London Citizens is a good example.
In London, England, more than 110
community organizations (faith
communities, schools, charities and
trade unions) are working together on
numerous social justice campaigns and
leadership training institutes, tackling
issues like the need for a living wage,
safe schools, affordable housing and
community land trusts. Over time, the
organization has discovered that the
ongoing connection between these
groups has become more important
than the campaigns.

Amanda Tattersall, the director of
Australia’s Sydney Alliance, described
some of these relationships at a recent
presentation in downtown Vancouver.

“When the headquarters of the
CMFU (Australian Building Trades) was
firebombed this year, Muslims, Jews and
Catholics sat with union leaders at the
press conference to denounce the
violence,” Tattersall said.

In another example, she said,

“Nurses union organizers couldn’t get
anywhere with staff at a Jewish long-
term care facility.A trusting
relationship between Jewish
community representatives in the
Sydney alliance opened doors for the
nurses.”

In Australia it’s worked.“It’s about
fixing our city,” Tattersall said.
“Transportation, affordable housing,
decent wages and working conditions”
are the issues that concern everyone.
A new solidarity and greater
effectiveness develops when diverse
organizations understand the
challenges each is facing, she explained.

The unusual mix of organizations
working together has been a “shock to
the media,” she admitted. Practical
lessons are recounted in her book
Power in Coalition—Strategies for Strong
Unions and Social Change.

A new coalition is taking shape in
Vancouver based on these models.The
first event, a leader’s roundtable, was
organized in April. Catholic and
Anglican archbishops and leaders from
the United Church, Baptists, Muslims,

Jews, Sikhs, the Salvation Army and
KAIROS attended from the faith
community. From labour, came leaders
from the BC Federation of Labour,
Building Trades Council, PSAC, HEU,
BCGEU, BCTF and CUPE. Community
organizations included the Co-
Operative Housing Federation, Citizens
against Human Trafficking, REACH,
ACORN, the Equal Justice Institute,
Residents of Little Mountain and
others.The initial meeting was an
opportunity to introduce the idea and
explore ways to get the organization
off the ground.The coalition has called
itself the Metro Vancouver Alliance.

The next event in September,
attended by over 80 people, was the
presentation by Amanda Tattersall. In
the coming months, the alliance plans
to build its membership and gather
resources.The coalition wants to hire
a full-time organizer as soon as
possible to build the organization,
begin leadership training and eventually
launch a series of social justice
campaigns, similar to those adopted by
London Citizens.

Unions join with faith and community
groups to bring about social change
By Joe Barrett

An alliance of labour, religious and community groups in Vancouver is hoping to
bring about social change in the way other similar coalitions have in other jurisdic-
tions.
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As a tradesperson, an effective
route to a management and
leadership position in the

construction industry is through formal
business education. Balancing a full-time
job, a return to education and other
responsibilities is not only possible, but
completely achievable with online
learning. Open learning uses print, web
and online materials to lead students
through programs.

To reach leadership and management
positions related to trades and
technology, tradespeople can build on
the knowledge they have gained
through their qualifications and
workplace experience and apply them
to their post-secondary studies.

Thompson Rivers University Open
Learning is offering a Bachelor of
Technology:Trades and Technology
Leadership Degree Program. In order to
qualify, applicants must have a Red Seal
Trades Qualification or recognized
diploma of technology, supplemented
with a minimum of four years of
relevant work experience.

TRU’s Certificate in Information
Technology, followed by the Diploma in
Information Technology and
Management will also provide access to
the university’s Bachelor of Technology.

The Certificate in Information
Technology offers a flexible teaching
approach that leads to a credential in
the field of business. It provides a path
for students interested in a
management position in construction or
who seek recognition for their
information technology skills that they
acquired from other recognized
sources. Upon completion of this
program, students are encouraged to
take the next step and work toward a
Diploma in Information Technology and
Management.

The Bachelor of Technology:Trades
and Technology Leadership Program is
an accredited degree program that
provides students with the knowledge
and skills necessary to become effective
team leaders, supervisors and managers
in a changing business and technical
environment.

Visit www.truopen.ca or call Peter
Robertson at 250-571-4338 or email
proberston@tru.ca to learn more
about these programs.

Constructing your way to a
leadership position

Thompson Rivers University Open Learning
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VIEW FROM OTTAWA

Director of Canadian Affairs,
Canadian Office, Building and
Construction Trades Department,
AFL-CIO

BOB BLAKELY

Wayne Peppard leaves a lasting legacy

In my last article I wrote about
the enormous contribution of
former council president Gary

Kroeker.Another leader worthy of
praise is also leaving.That person is
Wayne Peppard, executive director of
the BC Building Trades Council.

On behalf of the Canadian Executive
Board and myself, I would like to thank
Wayne for his efforts, energy and
passion for the rights and future of
working people across Canada.
Wayne’s contribution isn’t just
measured by what he did for B.C.. He
cast a tall shadow nationally.

Of all the executive directors of
provincial building trades across the
country, he was the man in the hot
seat and the man with the toughest
row to hoe. It hasn’t been easy to be
the man at the centre of the 
BCYT-BCTC!  

We haven’t held together well in
B.C. and that has been at the cost of
the men and women working on the
tools.Wayne didn’t make the mess and
it didn’t arise during his watch. He
inherited it from a string of other
talented people who also tried to fix
the problems. No one tried harder
than Wayne to bring order to the
situation. It astonishes me that those
who quit the council do not see that
Wayne still represented them and
treated them honourably even though
they were free-riding.

What can be said about Wayne?
Well, the man is who he purports to
be. He is a plumber/pipefitter from the
Kootenays. His manner is a no
nonsense, but principled one that we
associate with those who are born and
bred in rugged country away from 
the big city.

The superlatives I thought of when I
began this article came easily and in a
rush—honest, open, hard working,
caring, energized and especially able to
clearly see what the future holds.
Articulate without being flowery and
passionate without being bereft of
commonsense, he was a model for
how to get the message of the skilled
trades to the world.

I also have to mention his courage.A
real leader sometimes has to swim
against the tide.Wayne spoke truth to
power and to the people he led. He
spoke truth to people who were (and
remain) vicious, vindictive and vengeful.
Here, of course, I mean some federal
and provincial politicians.

I saw Wayne in action in connection
with the scourge of asbestos.The sale
of asbestos by various governments is
our national shame.The campaign to
rid Canada and the world of this curse
has been an uphill fight.Asbestos is a
classic case of politics and regional
economics uniting to trump safety.
Wayne was at the forefront and he
weathered the storm, some of which

came from our side because we were
afraid to upset the powers that be.
Wayne saw that there was only one
position to take.

I was in the room when he used
respectfully presented passion, logic
and research to convince the leader of
the federal Opposition of the virtue of
doing the right thing.We are closer
now to ending asbestos mining.Thank
Wayne for that and be aware that he
will not waiver or rest, even in
retirement, until the battle is 
finally won.

Wayne’s legacy to the building trades
includes advocacy for training, saving
apprenticeships in B.C., getting work
for union members, finding
opportunities for project labour
agreements, restoring relationships
with general contractors and spreading
the word to the rest of the country
that bad governments can happen to
you too!  No small feats and no small
contribution.

Life gives us relatives and friends.
Friends come in two forms: work
friends and real friends.Work friends
can be like relatives.You are stuck with
them and you endure them for as
short a time as possible. Real friends
are the people you seek out and, when
necessary, make sacrifices for.Wayne is
a real friend and I am proud to say he
will remain one once he has left 
his office.
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A two-year construction employee drug testing pilot
project showed that the number of union members
testing positive was well below the national construction

industry average.
“It seems to be a real success,” said Mark Olsen, chair of

the Bargaining Committee of the B.C. Building Trades Unions.
“It basically shows what we had believed all along—that drug
and alcohol abuse among union construction workers is very
low.”

Only 3.4% of the 1,500 union members participating in the
project tested positive—well below the national construction
industry average of around 5%, according to CLRA President
Clyde Scollan.

Olsen said a new drug testing plan, developed by the
unionized trades and the Construction Labour Relations
Association (representing contractors) sets out to protect
job safety without compromising workers’ personal liberties.

The two main differences between this new Employee and
Family Assistance Plan (EFAP) and more standard drug testing
programs are that it is not based on employer-controlled
random testing and the testing methods show precisely if or
when a worker is impaired.

“By testing saliva, instead of urine, we can tell more
accurately if someone is impaired on the job or prior to
going on the job,” Olsen said.“With marijuana, for example,
the saliva test shows if you’ve had it within the last 12 hours.
With a urine test, the symptoms last a lot longer even though
you might not be impaired.”

He added that this new method goes a long way toward
resolving the grueling and long-standing debate within many
labour unions about how to balance concerns about
substance abuse related to job-related injuries and quality
workmanship and protecting the privacy and personal
freedoms of workers.

“It sure does resolve that,” Olsen said, adding there is no
“pre-access” testing before anyone is dispatched to a job,
unless directly requested by the developer or project owner.
In that case, all workers are tested before starting the job.
“There is no random testing.The only time someone gets
tested is if there’s an incident* or a near-miss on the job, or
there are some reasonable grounds for suspicion.”

If anyone involved in such an incident does test positive, he
or she is immediately referred to a “substance abuse
professional”—most often a union counsellor—to assess
whether the impairment is due to a major personal issue.

“If they [the counsellor] find it’s a one-off thing like due to
too much partying, the member can agree to stay clean and
be retested before going back to work,” Olson said.“If it’s
something more serious, then they get sent on to the Rehab
Plan.”

The Construction Industry Rehabilitation Plan—the12-step,
month-long substance abuse recovery program—was set up
by the B.C. Building Trades Council and signatory contractors
in 1981 in response to concerns by union health and welfare
plan trustees over the growing numbers of members applying
for sick benefits related to drug and alcohol abuse.

However Olsen and Scollan both noted that the EFAP was
developed in response to commercial and residential
developers who are concerned about alcohol and drug abuse
playing a role in increasing costs and affecting job quality.

“It’s often a quality concern,” Olsen said.“Construction
injuries, whether because of impairment or not, relate to

WCB fees and this plan is seen as one way to lessen these.
We think the jury is still out on this, but if our clients want it,
then we’re hard pressed not to do it.”

However, he added this is of minimal concern to the
building trades unions.The majority of local unions in the
council voted to include the EFAP in their bargaining
proposals this year.

*  It is the policy of the BC Building Trades Council not to refer to
workplace incidents causing injuries or deaths as “accidents.” They are not
accidents because in all cases they are completely preventable.

Drug program balances concerns 
about abuse with personal freedom
By Marco Procaccini
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Don’t strain yourself DON SCHOUTEN

JOB SAFETY

By Don Schouten

We’ve all done it, whether at home
or at work: lifted or pushed something
heavy and then “tweaked” something.
We’ve all experienced the soreness
that a sprain or strain can cause and
we’ve probably dismissed it as a
temporary inconvenience that will get
better with time. It’s no big deal, right?
You’d be surprised.

After falls, overexertion (or
musculoskeletal injuries—MSIs) are the
most frequent occurrences in
construction. Between 2007 and 2009,
almost 5,000 of your fellow workers
were off work for an average of 50
days each because they injured

themselves while lifting, pulling or
carrying something.That’s almost two
months of not being able to work.
Does it still sound like a minor injury? 

A lot of workers consider sprains
and strains as just part of the job.
When we think of injuries, we think of
cutting ourselves with a saw or
stepping on a nail. No one expects to
get injured from the seemingly
harmless activities we do every day:
lifting drywall, pulling carts of materials,
tying rebar or simply using our tools.
And if we do pull or strain something,
it doesn’t take much to keep working
in hopes that it goes away.

What you may not realize is how
damaging it is to your body when you
ignore the pain, numbness or tingling—
all signs of MSI injuries getting worse.
Not doing anything about it can result
in muscle strains to your neck and
back, tendonitis or carpal tunnel
syndrome, all of which can seriously
affect your skills on the job.

Still not convinced? Sure, you may
strain something and recover fine, but
you leave yourself vulnerable to
straining it again more easily in the
future.Trust me, as someone who
made his living working in construction
for over 25 years, you want your body
to be pain free as long as possible.

The best medicine for sprains and
strains is prevention. Plan your work
and have the right tools and equipment
available before you start. Using the
right tools and equipment to do the
job safely will go a long way to
preventing these types of injuries from
occurring. For information about
preventing strains and sprains check

out these tips.
• Use tools with secondary handles to

help distribute the force over both
hands and arms.

• When tying rebar or screwing down
decks, use drivers with extended
handles so the work can be done
standing up.

• When working or cutting, use a
sawhorse or workbench to reduce
back bending.

• Add a two-by-four to the top of the
sawhorse to raise the work to a
more comfortable level.

• Stack materials in appropriate work
piles to reduce double and triple
handling when looking for materials.

• Organize tools in the truck to
reduce tool damage and searching
time.

• Position work materials close to
where you’re working to reduce
walking and carrying.

• Use shoe or boot inserts to reduce
stress on your back and legs from
standing and walking all day.
For further tips and resources on

how to prevent MSIs, go to the
Overexertion section on the
Construction page, found under the
Safety at Work tab at
WorkSafeBC.com.

Please let me know your thoughts
on this article, or any construction
safety issue. Call me at 604 214-6989
from the Lower Mainland or toll-free
elsewhere at 1 888 621-7233, or e-mail
don.schouten@worksafebc.com

Don Schouten is the WorkSafeBC Manager
of Industry and Labour Services,
Construction
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Make safety your
responsibility
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One of the biggest obstacles in a union organizing
campaign is workers’ fear of retaliation if they
join a union. Every union organizer can tell you

stories about workers who have been mysteriously laid off
once their employers learn that an organizing drive is 
under way.

Teamsters Local 213 has a campaign directed at the
workers at the IKEA store in Coquitlam.When the store
opened in 2002, the Teamsters, who represent the workers at
the Richmond store, asked if the new outlet would be
unionized as well. Local 213 Organizer Lyle Kent said the
union was told at the time,“Come and get us.”

However, it is risky for workers to come out and meet
union organizers who are standing on the sidewalk outside
the store.“No one can talk to us because there are cameras
everywhere around the building,” said Kent.

The union has found an effective way to communicate with
potential members, ensure accuracy of information and
protect employees’ privacy.

It has launched a website that offers two-way
communication. Employees can learn about the Teamsters and
the benefits of belonging to a union by browsing the website
content from the comfort and safety of their own home
computers or on their Blackberries and iphones, said
Business Rep Anita Dawson.

The site (ikeaworkersunited.ca) features a video log, a
question/answer section, background information and a link
to up-to-the-minute updates on Twitter (teamikea),
Dawson added.

To make sure the workers knew about the new website,
Teamsters Local 31’s truck and trailer were parked outside
the store and used as a backdrop for a banner. No one could
miss it.

Potential members can also download a union application
card, print it off, fill it in, sign it and mail it in. Many people
have taken advantage of this option, said Kent.When enough

cards have been signed, the union will go to the Labour
Relations Board and ask for a certification vote.

There have been thousands of hits on the website since it
was uploaded in May, but the employer can’t know who’s
been making inquiries and can’t fire people based on union
sympathy, Kent added.

Dawson and Kent have received numerous emails and
publicly posted questions.

The union can’t see any downsides to this method of
reaching workers.“Workers love it because it’s quiet. It’s
private. [And] we think it’s faster and it’s building support.”

Organizing tool that 
protects workers’ privacy
By Leslie Dyson
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Working Opportunity Fund is a leading cleantech investor
in British Columbia. Many of the world’s energy and
environmental challenges will be solved by entrepreneurs
with bold solutions. One of our goals is to find and support
those entrepreneurs.

Cleantech refers to a diverse range of products, services
and processes that harness renewable materials and energy
sources, dramatically reduce the use of natural resources and
cut or eliminate emissions and waste. Clean technologies are
competitive with, if not superior to, their conventional
counterparts. Many also offer significant added benefits,
notably their ability to improve lives of those in both
developed and developing countries.

It is predicted that Cleantech will be the single largest
recipient of venture capital funding in the near future and
according to the Cleantech Group, it accounted for
approximately 25% of all venture capital investment in 2009.
Working Opportunity Fund’s cleantech investments include
clean energy, information technology, green transportation,
efficient lighting and carbon capture:

• Angstrom Power Inc. – hydrogen power cells for
portable applications

• CellFor Inc. – improved forest productivity and carbon
capture

• CoolEdge Lighting Inc. – high efficiency solid-state lighting
• CopperLeaf Technologies Inc. – asset planning software

for energy utilities
• D-Wave Systems Inc. – low energy server farms using

quantum computers 
• General Fusion Inc. – carbon-free electricity generation
• NxtGen Emission Controls Inc. – emission reduction

products for diesel engines

• Redlen Technologies Inc. – materials for solar cells
• Switch Materials Inc. – energy saving “smart” windows
The Working Opportunity Fund is well positioned to

achieve solid financial returns from several of our investee
companies, while at the same time helping companies make
improvements in waste reduction, climate change, energy
utilization and energy production.

The Working Opportunity Fund offers B.C. residents tax
credits of up to 30%, is western Canada’s largest venture
capital fund and has invested over $550 million in more than
125 small- and medium-sized entrepreneurial B.C. companies.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all
may be associated with investments in labour-sponsored investment funds
(LSIFs). Please read the prospectus before investing. LSIFs are not
guaranteed, their values change frequently and past performance may not
be repeated.Tax credits are subject to certain conditions, including
repayment if shares are not held for five years (shares must generally be
held for eight years), federal and provincial maximum credits and having
tax payable against which to claim the credits.This article contains
forward-looking statements that are not based on historical or current
fact, including statements in respect of the plans and prospects of, and
results achieved by, portfolio companies. Actual results may differ
materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking
statements as a result of numerous known and unknown risks affecting
the Fund and current and future portfolio companies, including risks
inherent in emerging businesses with unproven products or limited sales
and other risks referenced in the Fund’s public disclosure record. Many of
these risks are beyond the control of the Fund, its manager and the
Fund’s portfolio companies. Neither the Fund nor its manager assumes
any obligation to update any of the forward-looking statements made in
this article.

Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all
may be associated with investment fund purchases. Please read the
prospectus before investing. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their
values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
Investments in the Fund have some restrictions on resale and redemption.
Tax credits are subject to certain conditions.

The Working Opportunity Fund offers investors:
• Up to $1,500 in tax credits
• An investment for your RRSP
• The satisfaction of helping to create well-paying jobs in BC

Create wealth for your retirement.
Create jobs for BC.

Call your Investment Advisor or visit www.growthworks.ca/wof

Advertising feature

WOF investments grow clean technology and B.C.’s economy
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Your membership offers you 
special advantages.

0335.010  11/10  CUPE 1816

Use your Pacific Blue Cross 
membership to save on medical, 
vision care and many other products
and services. Simply present your PBC
identification card to the participating 
provider and mention the Blue Advantage 
program.

Visit our website to find providers 
near you and to sign up for the 
Blue Advantage newsletter.
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• Health & Safety Programs 
• Medical & Dental Plans 
• Workers’ Advocacy 
• Secure Pensions 
• Bursaries & Scholarships
• Training & Upgrading 

Unity, Pride and Strength

TEAMSTERS UNION LOCAL 213
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604-876-5213 • 490 East Broadway, Vancouver B.C.V5T 1X3
www.teamsters213.org




